Visible Cities Special Delivery

Storefronts/Gates

The Oxygen Bar
40 blends of air on tap!

Franks Tanks n' Hose Repair
Free estimates

Formal Swimwear by Irene
Prom is coming - dive in style!

Penn Canal Saunas
It's a dry heat

Sands of Time
Specializing in fine sand

Camels, etc.
One hump or two?

Oasis Mist Baths
Under New Management

Faux Paws Vegan Fur
Club sandwiches, not seals!

Roy's Ice Bikes
Studded tires for your fixie now 20% off

Ironic Ice Cream
Popular with hipsters

Ernie's Exotic Animal Training
Not just for eating anymore!

Top Branch Realty
16 years of experience in fine tree houses

Talk to players in your universe to find gatekeepers outside of these storefronts. Look closely: only a few gates exist in each universe, and in our world, many of them look abandoned.

Each gate will lead you to a new universe, and get you one step closer to your destination.